Assessment 03

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
At present our records have not submitted this assignment.

All Questions are Compulsory
Works [1 v 15]

1. The phrase "attention span" states that there is a very limited amount of information that can be attended to at one time. Unattended information is blocked out.
   - true
   - false

2. According to Helson, people lead by processes
   - top to bottom physical characteristics
   - top to bottom psychological characteristics
   - from left to right psychological characteristics
   - from right to left psychological characteristics
   
3. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
   Accepted Answer: blocked out
   Notes: only as much as is necessary to express the intended "unattended" message

4. According to Helson, people lead by processes
   - true
   - false

5. According to Helson, people lead by processes
   - true
   - false

6. According to Helson, people lead by processes
   - true
   - false

7. Greater effort on concentration results in better performance on
   - all tasks
   - tasks that require resource-limited processing
   - tasks that are data-bound
   - tasks that require vigilance

8. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
   Accepted Answer: false
   Notes: tasks that require resource-limited processing

9. In Kahneman's model of attention, allocation of mental resources is affected by preferences for certain kinds of tasks over others. These preferences may be known as
   - enduring dispositions
   - innate dispositions
   - innate preferences
   - born selection preferences

10. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
    Accepted Answer: enduring dispositions
    Notes: tasks that require resource-limited processing

11. When following a conversation, your attention is momentarily diverted when you hear your name spoken in a different conversation across the room. This is an example of the
    - filter effect
    - encoding bias
    - encoding overgeneralization
    - encoding partiality

12. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
    Accepted Answer: filter effect
    Notes: tasks that require resource-limited processing

13. Traupman's feature integration theory argues that
    - we process objects in two distinct stages
    - we can only process one piece of information at a time
    - we have a limited capacity for processing information
    - contextual processes do not interfere with each other in any way and do not interact

14. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
    Accepted Answer: contextual processes do
    Notes: tasks that require resource-limited processing

15. In a ________, task, a person listens to an auditory tape and reads two separate messages presented simultaneously to the left and right ears
    - filter
    - echoic learning
    - iconic learning
    - total attention

16. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
    Accepted Answer: total attention
    Notes: tasks that require resource-limited processing

17. "The worst "no" in the world..." by the phrase "The dog chased the..."
    - That is, the word not is explicitly ready to be recognized or attended to.
    - That is, the word not is explicitly not ready to be recognized or attended to.
    - That is, the word not is explicitly ready to be recognized or attended to.
    - That is, the word not is explicitly not ready to be recognized or attended to.

18. The answer is incorrect. Grade: 1
    Accepted Answer: total attention
    Notes: tasks that require resource-limited processing